Total: 48 marks

Part A: (4 marks)
1. the use of the same letter or sound (1 m) at the beginning of words that are close together (1 m)
2. comic poems (1 mark) , contents are funny/silly (1 mark)

Part B (7 marks)
1. eyes, size, surprise (1 mark) wide, aside (1 mark)
2. lines 1, 2 and 5 are long, 3 and 4 are short (1 mark)
3. 8 (1 mark)
4. 6 (1 mark)
5. the Young Lady’s eyes have unique/special colour and size. When she opened them wide, her ‘large’ ? eyes may have scared people away. Any acceptable answers. (2 marks)

Part C (11 marks)
1. unknown (1 mark) X Anonymous (0 mark)
2. The daddy/papa (1 mark)
3. song sung to babies/children to make them sleep - ‘Hush’ (1 mark)
4. word & bird, sing & ring (0.5 mark @, total: 1 mark)
5. mocking bird, diamond ring, looking glass, billy-goat (05 mark @, total: 2 marks)
6. make the baby stop crying/make the baby fall asleep (2 marks)
7. papa will buy a second billy goat (1 mark)
8. soothes the/calms them (2 marks)

Part D (15 marks)
1. A Green Prayer (0.5 mark), Jane Whittle (0.5 mark)
2. ababcdcdebeb (1 mark)
3. wild flower and trees/flowers and trees grown naturally/flowers and trees in nature (2 marks)
4. most likely young person (1 mark) somewhere to grow (1 mark)
5. a. clean stream flowing to unpolluted seas
   b. bare earth with untamed flowers and trees
   c. safe skies with birds and butterflies
   d. space to play with water, rocks, trees and sand
   e. place to grow and stay
   (any THREE, 1 mark @, total 3 marks)
6. Personal response: God/people on the earth/people who are/aren’t environmentally friendly (2 marks)
7. old land can refer to the earth/natural world created ages ago (2 marks)
8. Yes or No (0.5 mark awarded with logical explanation), explanation (1.5 marks)

Part E (11 marks)
1. 4 stanzas (1 mark)
2. funny; little; quiet (0.5 mark @, total 2 marks)
3. break the plate, tear the books, leaves door ajar, pulls buttons from shirts, scatters pins afar etc (any THREE, 1 mark @, total 3 marks)
4. in everybody’s house (1 mark)
5. Personal response. Can be narrator or anyone who always does mischief but never admits it. (2 marks)
6. Any sensible answer. E.g. Mr Nobody is actually anyone of us (1 mark) People usually don't admit doing something inconsiderate/naughty (1 mark)